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   Abstract
This paper presents LORE (Literature Object Re-use and Exchange), a light-weight tool which is 
designed to allow literature scholars and teachers to author, edit and publish compound information 
objects encapsulating related digital resources and bibliographic records.  LORE enables users to 
easily create OAI-ORE-compliant compound objects, which build on the IFLA FRBR model. It also 
enables them to describe and publish them to an RDF repository as Named Graphs. Using the tool, 
literary scholars can create typed relationships between individual atomic objects using terms from a 
bibliographic  ontology  and  attach  metadata  to  the  compound  object.  This  paper  describes  the 
implementation and user interface of the LORE tool, as developed within the context of an ongoing 
case  study  being  conducted  in  collaboration  with  AustLit:  The  Australian  Literature  Resource, 
which  focuses  on  compound  objects  for  teaching  and  research  within  the  Australian  literature 
studies community1.
1 This paper is based on the paper given by the authors at the 4th International Digital Curation 
Conference, December 2008; received July 2008, published October 2009.
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Introduction and Background
Within the discipline of literature research and teaching, the ability to relate 
disparate digital resources in a standardized, machine-readable format has the potential 
to add significant value to distributed collections of literary resources. Such compound 
objects can be used to: track the lineage of derivative works which are based on a 
common concept or idea; or to relate disparate objects that are related to a common 
theme; or to encapsulate related digital resources for teaching purposes. For example, 
one might want to relate the original edition of Patrick White’s Voss to the illustrated 
edition, a radio recording and a digital version of the film – and enable them to be 
retrieved and presented, with their relationships visualized, regardless of their location.
Our objective is to provide a tool to enable such an encapsulation and subsequent 
re-use and visualization, by building on the efforts of two previous digital library 
initiatives:
• The IFLA Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) 
(International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions [IFLA], 
1998);
• The OAI-Object Reuse and Exchange (OAI-ORE) (Lagoze & Van de 
Sompel, 2007).
The ability to easily share and exchange such compound mixed-media digital 
objects will facilitate collaborative eScholarship and discussion amongst researchers of 
literature generally.
The Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) is a 1998 
recommendation of the International Federation of Library Associations and 
Institutions (IFLA) to restructure catalog databases to reflect the conceptual structure 
of information resources. It uses an entity-relationship model of metadata for 
bibliographic resources that supports four levels of representation: work, expression, 
manifestation and item. It also supports three groups of entities: products of 
intellectual or artistic endeavour (publications); those entities responsible for 
intellectual or artistic content (a person or corporate body); and entities that serve as 
subjects of intellectual or artistic endeavour (concept, object, event, and place).
OAI-ORE2 is an international collaborative initiative, focusing on an 
interoperability framework for the exchange of information about digital objects 
between cooperating repositories, registries and services. OAI-ORE aims to support 
the creation, management and dissemination of the new forms of composite digital 
resources being produced by eResearch and to make the information within these 
compound digital objects discoverable, machine-readable, interoperable and reusable.
Named Graphs (Watkins & Nicole, 2006) are endorsed by the OAI-ORE initiative 
as a means of publishing compound digital objects that clearly states their logical 
boundaries. When applied to compound objects, the nodes in the Named Graph 
correspond to the individual aggregated resources, and the arcs correspond to typed 
relationships between those resources. In the terms of the OAI-ORE, compound 
objects correspond to ORE aggregations, and the Named Graphs that describe them to 
2 Open Archives Initiative - Object Reuse and Exchange http://www.openarchives.org/ore/ 
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ORE resource maps. Resource maps and their component nodes and arcs are all web 
resources which can be identified and unambiguously referenced by HTTP URI 
handles, thus providing a basis for reuse and exchange. Our hypothesis is that OAI-
ORE Named Graphs (Jeremy, Bizer, Hayes & Stickler, 2005) provide the ideal 
mechanism for representing literary compound objects that encapsulate the entities and 
relationships expressed by the IFLA FRBR. They do this in a way that is discipline-
independent but which provides hooks to include rich semantics, metadata and 
discipline-specific vocabularies, ontologies and rules.
In developing LORE, we aim to apply OAI-ORE to eScholarship within the 
discipline of Australian Literature through a case study involving the creation, 
exchange and re-use of compound digital objects for the purposes of teaching and 
research within the Australian literature studies community. In addition, the LORE 
services enable users to label the nodes and arcs within an OAI-ORE compound object 
using an ontology of classes and relationships which is based on the IFLA FRBR, but 
extended to support new types of entities and relationships, specific to certain sub-
communities.
Case Study
AustLit3 (Kilner, 2005) is a non-profit collaboration between the National Library 
of Australia and twelve universities. It provides an important resource for scholars 
undertaking research into many aspects of Australian literary heritage and print culture 
history. AustLit serves the research, teaching and general information-seeking 
communities as a source of information about Australian literary works and the people 
and organizations involved in their creation or publication (agents), and also as a 
mechanism for the extraction and dissemination of research data.
AustLit supports the activities of numerous distributed research sub-communities 
around Australia and the world. These communities include: Black Words, focusing on 
Australian Indigenous literary cultures and traditions; Australian Popular Theatre, 
focusing on variety theatre of the 19th and early 20th Century; Australian Responses to 
Asia, focusing on Australian critical responses to the literatures of Asian countries and 
creative work that refer to Asia; and many others, each built around an area of 
specialist literary research.
The AustLit data model is based on the IFLA FRBR model. The data model 
adopts the core work, expression, manifestation and item record structure, with 
enhancements to represent additional metadata required by AustLit’s specialist 
research communities. AustLit’s implementation of IFLA FRBR has also been 
extended with event-awareness based on the Harmony ABC ontology (Doerr et al, 
2003), to represent events such as the creation of a work, realization of an expression 
or embodiment of a manifestation and the associated agents and event metadata 
(Kilner, 2005). The records are stored using a highly normalized Oracle database 
schema based on the structure of RDF and Topic Maps (Fitch, 2002).
3 The Australian Literature Resource http://austlit.edu.au 
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Objectives
Within the current AustLit system, authoring and editing of records is restricted to 
AustLit staff and a few key members of the research sub-communities who have been 
trained to use the complex data entry interface. Sub-communities cannot create their 
own additions or extensions to the data model to record specialized research data – 
they must request changes to be made to the underlying AustLit database on their 
behalf. As specialized research activity within the AustLit community has increased, 
the proliferation of additions to the shared underlying data model has increased the 
complexity of the AustLit user interface for all users, making it even less accessible to 
scholars who have not been trained in its use.
Hence, our primary objective is to provide an intuitive method for the AustLit 
community to collaboratively author scholarly content that can be integrated with 
existing research practices and tools, including the AustLit web portal. More 
specifically, we aim to develop an easy-to-use, light-weight, in-browser tool to enable 
literary scholars to easily author machine-processable and human-understandable 
compound objects in a standardized format. Additional objectives are:
• to enable the authors to enter metadata describing these compound objects 
to support their easy discovery and re-use;
• to support the publishing of these compound objects in open access 
repositories so they can be readily shared and re-used;
• to enable the lineage of derived intellectual products to be documented and 
visualized through these compound objects.
Related Work
The SCOPE system was developed by Cheung et al (2007) specifically to support 
the authoring and publishing of Scientific Compound Objects – and to document the 
provenance of related scientific outcomes (e.g., data, models, publications). Our aim is 
to develop a similar tool specifically for scholars of literature and related products. 
Although some previous work has been done using RDF to represent multimedia and 
hypertext presentations for e-Humanities applications (e.g., CULTOS4), this work does 
not combine the best features of both OAI-ORE and IFLA-FRBR to capture or label 
the precise relationships between entities. An overview of other implementations and 
applications of IFLA FRBR is provided by Babeu (2008). Existing efforts to 
implement OAI-ORE for eScience and eScholarship include FORSITE5, eChemistry 
(Van Noorden, 2008) and UIUC (Cole, 2008).
A significant focus of e-Humanities tools development has been on scholarly mark-
up and annotation tools to attach interpretations to individual objects or parts of objects 
(e.g., a paragraph in a journal article).  LORE takes the paradigm of annotation a step 
further, enabling authors to annotate or tag the relationships between multiple objects 
or resources with tags from a specific ontology (an extended OWL version of the IFLA 
FRBR model).
4 Cultural Units of Learning - Tools and Services http://www.cultos.org/ 
5 Functional Object Re-use and Exchange: Supporting Information Topology Experiments 
http://foresite.cheshire3.org/ 
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Implementation
The LORE OAI-ORE authoring and publishing tool is implemented as a Mozilla 
Firefox extension.  A light-weight standalone version can also be installed on any web 
server to provide cross-browser support. Both versions are implemented using AJAX6 
technologies. Additional User Interface (UI) elements in the Firefox version are 
implemented in XUL (XML User Interface Language). The current version of LORE 
uses a Sesame 2 RDF data store running as a Tomcat Java Servlet for storing and 
querying the Named Graphs representing the compound objects. 
The types for intra-aggregation relationships as well as metadata terms for 
aggregated objects are specified via an OWL ontology, which is configured at start-up. 
Through examining all of the topics and topic relationships from the AustLit database, 
we developed an OWL ontology that describes the existing AustLit data model, which 
is based on IFLA FRBR. We use this as the default ontology in our case study. The 
AustLit ontology is presented in Appendix A. We also tested the tool using the FRBR 
RDF ontology (Davis & Newman, 2005) as well as other selected bibliographic 
ontologies (OAI-ORE Wiki7).
User Interface
Figure 1 shows the editing interface provided by the LORE Firefox extension. 
 
Figure 1. Compound object editing interface: compound object about Patrick White’s 
Voss.
OAI-ORE resource maps are displayed in a graphical form, as in Figure 1, as well 
as RDF/XML, shown in Figure 2, which may be selected and copied for use with any 
RDF-enabled system. In the graphical representation, the nodes represent the 
individual atomic resources aggregated via the resource map and the arcs represent 
typed relationships between the aggregated resources. 
6 Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX)
7 Open Archives Initiative - Object Reuse and Exchange http://www.openarchives.org/ore/ 
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Figure 2. RDF/XML view of resource map.
Each node in the graphical view provides an interactive preview of the resource 
that it represents, allowing resources to be distinguished visually with ease. The 
preview can be collapsed so that only the URI of a resource is visible, so as to 
conserve screen space in larger resource maps, as seen in the bottom two nodes of 
Figure 1.
When a node is expanded so that the preview is visible, it may be resized by 
clicking and dragging with the mouse on the node border. This feature means that the 
preview can be made large enough for the user to view and interact with the resource 
directly from within the LORE editor, rather than having to individually load 
aggregated resources via the main browser window.
Figure 3. A subset of the OWL object properties from the AustLit Ontology.
Metadata about each resource aggregated by the resource map is displayed and 
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can be edited via the Resource/Relationship tab in the properties view in the right-hand 
panel when the resource is selected. The other tabs in the properties sidebar allow 
metadata about the resource map and the aggregation that it represents to be specified. 
An ontology that encodes the relationships and metadata terms specific to the 
application domain can be specified in the tool preferences. For our case study, we use 
this preference option to load bibliographic ontologies including FRBR and our OWL 
representation of the AustLit data model. The preferences are also used to configure 
default values for the creator and the repository where compound objects are stored. 
Figure 3 above shows a sub-set of the AustLit OWL ontology that we used.
Figure 4. Additional metadata menu.
By default, only the metadata required by OAI-ORE is enabled in the properties 
view when creating a new compound object. A user may specify additional metadata 
by selecting from the properties menu, as shown in Figure 4 above. The metadata 
terms selectable from the menu are those from Dublin Core (Dublin Core Metadata 
Initiative [DCMI], 2008) and DCMI Metadata Terms (Dublin Core Metadata Initiative 
[DCMI] Usage Board, 2008), plus optional terms specified by OAI-ORE, as well as 
selected terms from FOAF (Brickley & Miller, 2007) and for resources, datatype 
properties from the domain ontology.
Figure 5. Resource relationship types from the AustLit ontology.
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The types for the relationships represented by the arcs in the visualization are 
indicated by labels on each arc, and in the Resource/Relationship properties view. The 
type of a relationship can be changed by editing in the properties view or by selecting 
from the context menu of each arc. The arc context menu types are populated by the 
object properties from the domain ontology. Figure 5 above shows some of the object 
properties from the AustLit ontology populating the arc context menu.
Resources to be added to the resource map may be discovered by browsing or 
searching via the Firefox browser. Clicking on the OAI-ORE logo in the status bar 
toggles the editor between hidden and visible, so that the full browser window can be 
used for resource discovery, whilst the resource map being constructed or modified 
remains readily accessible throughout the browsing session. A resource loaded in the 
browser can be added to the resource map by selecting Add Resource from the menu.
The menu also provides options for saving and loading compound objects. 
Resource maps that have been created or modified using LORE are saved as named 
graphs in the RDF repository specified in the preferences by selecting Save RDF. 
Resource maps can be loaded directly from a URL locating an RDF/XML 
representation of the resource map by selecting Load RDF URL. Alternatively, 
resource maps can be loaded from the default RDF repository, by means of querying 
the repository for a named graph by its identifier through the  Load RDF (from 
repository) menu option.
Discussion
User Interface Feedback
Feedback from the AustLit researchers with whom we have been collaborating 
has been very positive.  They particularly liked the interactive node previews, the 
direct integration of the editor with the browser through the Firefox extension and the 
ease with which they could customize the relationship types and metadata supported 
by the editor by loading different domain ontologies. They would like to see support 
for additional types of arcs with distinguishing visualizations, for example, differently 
shaped line decorators or arrow types, use of colors or line types, to highlight specific 
relationships, as well as explicit support for bi-directional relationships.  Some 
usability issues with the current interface were also identified, for example, the user 
interface for adding additional metadata is not intuitive and will require redesign. 
Considerations Arising from the Case Study
The case study has raised a number of issues for further consideration. Objects 
can only be added to a compound object in the LORE editor if they can be loaded in 
the web browser. This is consistent with OAI-ORE, as it is designed for creating 
aggregations of web-accessible resources. However, not all objects that researchers 
may want to encapsulate in a compound object will have URIs that resolve to a web 
resource (URIs may be used purely as identifiers not as resource locators), and not all 
objects can be identified by URIs, for example objects that exist within institutional 
repositories using local identifiers.
Because the IFLA FRBR ontology (and by extension, the AustLit ontology) is 
quite complex, it can be difficult for literary scholars who are not expert in this model 
to apply the metadata terms and relationship types from the ontology in order to relate 
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resources. For example, while they may understand the distinction between a FRBR 
manifestation and item in the case of a physical publication such as a book, they may 
not understand how these concepts apply to a digital resource, and may apply 
relationships or metadata from multiple levels (work, expression, manifestation or 
item) to a single resource. Strategies for addressing this issue could include adding 
more semantic checks to the UI to assist users in applying the ontology terms 
correctly, or simplifying the domain ontologies based on community needs and 
understanding.
Limitations and Future Work
The LORE tool that has been developed is a proof-of-concept prototype that 
demonstrates how OAI-ORE can be used to author, edit and publish compound objects 
directly from within the familiar interface of the Web browser. Continued development 
of LORE is part of the Aus-e-Lit Project, which aims to address the eResearch needs 
of scholars of Australian Literature. Further effort will be undertaken as part of this 
project to improve the robustness and usability of the system and to overcome existing 
limitations including:
• Fedora (Lagoze et al, 2006) support is being implemented so that the OAI-
ORE objects can be published to a Fedora repository in addition to the 
existing RDF datastore functionality.
• We plan to add a search and retrieval interface, to support discovery of 
compound objects through searches over the aggregated objects as well as 
over metadata terms and relationships. In addition to searches based on 
user-input, searches will be automated based on browser activity; for 
example, if the user navigates to a URL in the web browser, compound 
objects that aggregate the resource identified by that URL will also be 
displayed in the search results interface.
• LORE currently only supports uni-directional relationships. We will 
investigate distinguishing bi-directional, symmetric, transitive and 
reflexive relationships from the domain ontology within the editing user 
interface.
• A rule engine can be used to infer additional indirect relationships between 
aggregated objects. As a trivial example, if a transitive property is asserted 
between objects A and B and also between objects B and C, we can infer 
that the same property exists indirectly between objects A and C. We 
intend to investigate how semantic inferencing capabilities can improve 
LORE’s compound object search and editing user interface.
• The current implementation only allows a single domain ontology for the 
metadata terms and relationship types to be configured, and requires the 
user to configure that ontology directly by URL. This is not ideal for our 
target users, and we intend to incorporate ontology discovery by 
supporting the querying of a Metadata Schema Repository.
• We intend enabling users to attach CreativeCommons licenses to the 
compound objects, prior to publishing them, so that the permitted types of 
re-use can be specified.
The types of relationships that may be created between aggregated objects, and 
metadata that may be attached to those objects, as specified in the AustLit ontology 
will need to be refined and extended in specialized ontologies for use by AustLit’s 
specialist research sub-communities. We plan to evaluate these ontologies and the 
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LORE tool more thoroughly through user feedback and case studies taken from the 
research sub-communities and from within the wider Australian literature studies 
community.
Conclusions
In this paper, we describe LORE, a light-weight tool for authoring and publishing 
OAI-ORE-compliant compound objects that use the IFLA FRBR model to represent 
bibliographic relationships. LORE enables literary scholars to create, exchange and re-
use compound objects for the purposes of teaching and research, to describe works, 
agents and related records and digital resources, plus their associated metadata and 
typed relationships. The continued development and evaluation of LORE in the 
context of the AustLit case study will provide an essential component of the cyber-
infrastructure requirements of the Australian literary studies community, as well as 
literary scholars globally.
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Appendix A: AustLit Ontology
Figure 6 shows the OWL Classes and datatype properties from the ontology 
describing the AustLit data model, which is based on IFLA FRBR, extended with 
event modelling, influenced by INDECS and ABC Harmony.
 
Figure 6. Classes from the AustLit ontology
LORE allows OWL object properties from the AustLit Ontology to be used to 
relate resources within an ORE resource map. Table 1 below shows a subset of the 
object properties defined by the AustLit ontology.
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Domain Property name Range
Expression or Work abstract Text
Agent alternateName Name
Expression or Manifestation 
or Work
alternateTitle Title
Agent arrivedInAustralia Date
Agent or Manifestation or 
Work
AustLitImageFullCaption Text
Agent or Manifestation or 
Work
AustLitImageThumbnailCaption Text
Event author Agent
Agent or Work awardDetails AwardDetails
RelScope banningAgent Agent
Agent biography Text
Agent bioSource Text
Agent birthName Name
Birth birthOf Agent
Event compiler Agent
Event composer Agent
Work compositionPlace Place
Manifestation or Work containedAsPartOf Work
Manifestation copyrightDate Date
Event creator Agent
Death deathOf Agent
Agent departedFromAustralia Date
Event director Agent
Event editor Agent
Agent ethnicity Ethnicity
RelScope filmAward Text
RelScope filmCast Text
RelScope filmComposer Text
RelScope filmDirectorPhotography Text
RelScope filmEditor Text
RelScope filmFinanceOrg Text
RelScope filmLocation Text
RelScope filmMusic Text
RelScope filmPostProduction Text
RelScope filmProducer Text
RelScope filmProductionCompany Text
RelScope filmProductionDesigner Text
RelScope filmReleaseDate Text
Work firstKnownOverrideDate Date
Expression or Work firstLineOfVerse Title
Work form Form
Work genre Genre
Agent or Work hasAffiliation Affiliation
Agent or Work hasAffiliationNote Text
RelScope hasCensoredPeriod Date
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AwardDetails or Event or 
Expression or RelScope or 
Reprint or Work
hasDate Date
Manifestation hasEditionInfo Text
Agent or Expression or 
Manifestation or Work
hasExternalReference ExternalRef
Expression hasFormOfExpression FormOfExpression
Agent hasFurtherInformationNote Text
Agent or Manifestation hasHolding LocalHoldingInfo
Work hasIssueDetails PeriodicalIssue
Expression hasLanguage Language
Manifestation hasLimitedEditionInfo Text
Agent hasPapersHeldNote Text
Event hasPlace Place
Manifestation hasReprint Reprint
Expression or Work hasTitle Title
Manifestation Illustrations Text
Event illustrator Agent
Agent or Work influencedByAgent Agent
Agent or Work influencedByWork Work
Event Interviewer Agent
AwardDetails isAwardOf AwardName
Work isFilmAdaptation Work
Work isIssueOf Work
Work isReviewOf Expression or Work
Expression isSerialisedBy Work
Work literaryNote Text
Agent name name
AustLitEntity note Text
Work otherFormats Text
Manifestation pagination Text
Manifestation physicalDescription Text
Work playExtent Text
Event printer Agent
Event producedOutput Expression or 
Manifestation or 
Work
Work productionDetails Text
Event publisher Agent
Agent or Work relatedTo Agent or Work
Manifestation seriesInfo Text
Manifestation seriesNumber Text
Work settingSpatial Place
Work settingTemporal Date
Manifestation sightedNote Text
ManifestationAsPart sourceExpression Expression
Event sponsor Agent
Event storyteller Agent
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Work subjectAgent Agent
Work subjectWork Work
Expression or Work Subtitle Title
Manifestation titleNote Text
Work topic AwardName or 
NewConcept or 
Place
Work topicSpatial NewConcept or 
Place
Work topicTemporal Date
Event translator Agent
Event usedInput Expression or Work
Agent usesPsuedoAgent Agent
Work workType WorkType
Manifestation writtenAs Text
Table 1. AustLit Object Properties
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